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Get your creative spirit up and running!Acrylic Painting With Passion easily answers the question:

What should I paint now? Tesia Blackburn comes to the rescue by introducing exercises and

techniques that make the painting process fun and every bit as cherished as the finished works of

art. Finding time to create art can be a challenge, and Tesia helps with this, too, by suggesting ways

to help you find manageable chunks of time to feed your painting passion.Experiment with over 20

exercises for using acrylic paint and mediums including collage, color mixing, simple offset printing,

creating layers of texture and a lot more.Learn how to add play to your studio time through sections

such as Leaving Perfection Behind, Speed Painting, Embracing Basic Forms and Letting the Brain

Play.Load up on additional inspiration with additional versions of many techniques throughout the

book's 10 Explorations.Allow yourself the time to play. Let Acrylic Painting With Passion provide you

with the basic tools and inspiration you need to break out of your creative rut and embrace the

acrylic painting process. Your work will grow and your spirit will thrive.
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Tesia Blackburn is passionate about the formal tools of art: line, shape, color, form, texture and

light. She often works in series, taking inspiration from music, architecture and the world around her.

As Tesia sees it, the goal of her work is to capture the harmony and beauty in seemingly simple

elements and reflect them back to the viewer. Built up of many, many layers of paint with an eye to

translucent color and luminosity, her work reflects a thirst for strong design. Tesia has been a

working artist in the San Francisco Bay area for over 25 years. In 2000 she was hired by Golden

Artist Colors as the Golden Working Artist in San Francisco. Her work is collected both locally and



internationally with patrons as far away as Tokyo. Tesia was born in Shreveport, Louisiana, and

after many life travels, currently resides in SanFrancisco. Visit Tesia online at www.AcrylicDiva.com

Very useful ideas, how-tos and foundational learning about painting with acrylics and mixed media.

Lots of rich content including ideas about limiting and mixing color to where to start. I enjoyed the

supportive tone and broad experience that Tesia brought to the content. All the photos and images

provided useful ideas that I return to again and again. Would definitely recommend.

Almost knowing her in person (FaceBook friends) I feel that I can pick her brain anytime I want with

this book. I am so glad she started with the basics: Rules & Tools. She goes through each chapter

step by step, pictures and all. Loved reading it and going back for inspiration. Thanks for writing this

book!

Ms. Blackburn is full of exciting ideas. She wants you to try just about anything, to become a

free-ranging artist. Lots of fun, and some things turn out quite well.

Tesia has many wonderful tips. Buy it!

looks like a children's book on painting

Good Product. Fast Shipping.

Tesia's book is full of amazing ideas and techniques.

good book
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